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I woke up at 12:00PM after sleeping at about 7:30 AM to attend my only live 

lecture, one where unfortunately, not attending would mean drastically decreasing 

my expected grade, even though I woke up terribly tired. After lecture I headed 

straight to my Egyptian friend’s apartment; here is where it gets interesting. As of 

a day ago, the plan was that the two sisters of the triplet would travel to Egypt, but 

the brother would remain. As of 12 hours ago, a quick decision was made to cancel 

the lease contract on their apartment, as they would be paying rent for no reason. 

I was planning on storing some of my own luggage at their apartment, and so that 

posed an issue to me; however, we synthesized this through using the storage 

service available near where we lived. But, this meant that there was an entire 

apartment to disassemble and store, on top of my luggage, so we got to extremely 

intense labor packing and packaging everything in the apartment inside little boxes, 

and moving said boxes to the van meant to transport it to the storage facility;  the 

plan was then to go back to my dorm do the same with my storage. However, in 

the midst of this, a heated debate sparked was ongoing whether the brother should 

travel or not, and in a strange turn of events, he finally surrendered to the collective 

will urging him to travel on a condition, that he would only travel three days later, 

as he had made a bet that the entire travelling process would not go through. This 

seemed quite peculiar, however, immediately logical, especially as he gave his 

reasoning that the travel-program they were embarking on was meant from 

students carrying a student Visa, logically, non US-citizens. Things began to get 

extremely interesting here, but we went back to work; however, I then received an 

extremely distressed message from a dear friend, who had been dealing with some 

mental and emotional turbulence and really needed my help, so I chose to attend 

to them while simultaneously packing; everything was happening so quick, and in 

so many different directions, things were getting chaotic, and I was already tired. 

By about 6:30PM we were physically and mentally exhausted, still had a mountain 

of things to pack, distressed from arguing, thirsty, hungry; suddenly, we received 

the information that the flight was cancelled, due to the precise reason he had 



 

 

predicted. Here you must stop and think about the number of ways this could have 

went terribly wrong. In a world where they learned of this at the airport in 

Washington, it would be a disaster; or after cancelling the apartment lease, or after 

moving everything to the storage facility, or at the airport itself, or if no one had 

even thought to inquire about the eligibility requirements at all. Yet it still fell into 

place perfectly, and if it wasn’t enough, the request to cancel their lease did not go 

through, and so they still had their apartment. Of course, my immediate thought 

was instant remorse for their mother, whom I love greatly, and everyone who had 

been extremely excited to see them. However, I cannot help but believe that this 

is for the best, especially considering how the perfectly it all aligned together, and 

how eloquently fate proceeded to untie its own knot. I now have them for the rest 

of the semester, and we have time to coordinate a lot more together, even for 

travelling. It occurred for a reason, and in my trust in fate’s driving force, I trust that 

reason was best.  


